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ABSTRACT
This dissertation describes a study of the fatigue
crack growth of center-notch A514 steel plates in the tran-
sition region between high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue. The
investigation was conducted in four phases: an analysis of
the elasto-plastic stress and strain distribution in a cen-
ter-notch plate; an experimental investigation of fatigue
crack growth in center-notch A514 steel plates; a comparison
of the results of analytically computed ·and experimentally
obtained stresses and strains; and an evalua~ion of the
fatigue crack growth in the transition region between high-
cycle.and low-cycle fatigue.
The lumped volume method of analysis was employed
to determine the elasto-plastic stress and strain distribu-
tions in a plate with progressive crack lengths each under
one loading-unloading cycle. The results c~mpared satis-
factorily with experimentally obtained values.
The test program was designed to explore the
effects of applied stress range and maximum app~ied stress
on fatigue ,crack growth in the transition region. It was
1 ..
found that the crack growth rate increased with either of
the stress variables, with the stress range being more do-
minant.
A linear logarithmic relationship was developed
between the crack growth rate (da/dN) and the analytical
strain range (~E ) in the element leaJing the crack tip.
e
The resulting crack growth equation describes the fatigue
crack growth of the specimens with the same degree of accu-
racy provided by the fracture mechanics crack growth equation
suggested by Paris. The qualitative relationship between
da/dN and ~£ is not influenced by the element size in the
e
analysis.
Attempts were made to modify the basic fracture
mechanics crack growth equation through the adjustment of
the plastic zone. Adjustment by analytical strains and by
the net section stress and materia~ properties resulted in
two independent crack growth equations describing the rela-
tionship between da/dN and modified stress intensity ranges
~K and ~K. These equations were found to describe satis-£ cr
- factorily ~he crack growth of the specimens of this test
program in the transition region of fatigue. The modified
relationships are intended to be an extension of- the crack
growth equation in the high-cycle fatigue range.
2
The- applicability of the elasto-plastic analysis
and the modified crack growth equations to other materials
and structural members is briefly discussed.
3
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
The importance of cyclic loading and fatigue
crack growth in the design and use of structures has been
recognized for many years. An accurate prediction of a
structural member's fatigue life is desirable for insuring
the functional adequacy and economic feasibility of the
structure. Consequently, considerable research has been per-
formed on the fatigue of basic materials, of structural de-
tails and of prototype structures.
It has been £ound that the majority of fatigue
cracks grow from pre-existing defects in structural compo-
nents(1-3) and that the useful life of a component is pri-
marily dependent upon the rate of crack growth. Specifical-
ly, the presence of pre-existing defects or flaws can reduce
or even eliminate the crack initiation phase of fatigue (4) .
Therefore, studies on the crack growth are essential for a
better understanding of the over-all problem of prediction
of fatigue life.
4
When the magnitude of the applied stresses are
relatively small, a structural member may fail by fatigue
and crack growth after millions of cycles of load applica-
tion, commonly referred to as high-cycle fatigue. For the
major portion of the fatigue life in these cases, the net
section stresses remain generally in the elastic range with
a small plastic zone at the leading edge of the crack tip.
The linear~elastic fracture mechanics theory has provided a
unique and successful approach to the characterization of the
fatigue crack growth behavior (5) •
In low-cycle fatigue the magnitudes of the net
section stresses are usually above yielding and fatigue
failure occurs in a few hundred cycles or less. Although
there are no well-established rules or theories to explain
the crack growth behavior in this region, numerous studies
have contributed toward the achievement of this goal(6-9).
Most structural members contain initial residual
stresses which affect the stress distribution in the members
under applied loads. The magnitudes of the stresses vary
within a member, approaching yielding at some points but
being elastic at other locations. When the net section
stresses in a member with a crack are high in magnitude,
for example 60 to 70 per cent of .the yield stress 'or greater,
5
the yielded area may be large. As a consequence, fatigue
failure may occur in'several thousand cycles, that is, in a
transition region between low-cycle and high-cycle fatigue.
For the purpose of this study, it was arbitrarily
defined that the transition region of fatigue covers the
life range between 1000 to 100,000 cycles. i This condition
associates with fatigue under high applied cyclic stresses
(a~cr ), as well as with fatigue crack growth prior to finaly
failure in high-cycle fatigue when the crack length has
grown to an extent that the net section stresses are high.
These transition ranges are schematically shown in Fig. 1
as the regions between dashed lines.
Many research workers have indicated that in the
transition region between high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue,
the crack growth rates are influenced by the plastic zone
sizes(lO,ll) , or by the variation of the strains associated
with the leading edge of a propagating crack(12-l4). One
of the primary deterrents to a sound analysis has been ·the
evaluation of the local stresses and strains at the crack'
tip. These stresses and strains are functions of the geome-
try of the structural member and the crack length· -,as well
as the applied stresses "and initial residual str~~ses, and
must be computed in terms of an elasto-plastic analysis.
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1.2 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this dissertation was to study the
fatigue crack growth of structural members in the transition
region between high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue, through
stress and strain analysis and crack growth of center-notch
A514 steel plates.
The specific objectives of this study were:
(1) To develop an analytical method for estimating the
elasto-plastic stress and strain distribution in a
plate with a crack.
(2) To determine the change of the stress and strain dis-
tribution in a plate associated with crack propagation.
(3) To investigate the significance of the applied stress
range and the maximum applied stress on the rate of
crack growth in the transition region of fatigue.
(4) To evaluate the fatigue crack"growth in terms' of the
analytically computed strains adjacent to the crack tip.
(5) To accommodate the effects of yielding on the crack
growth rate in the transition region of fat~gue, by
adjusting the fracture mechanics theory through the'
employment of stresses and analytical strains.
7
1.3 OUTLINE OF WORK
This investigation was conducted in four phases:
an analysis of the elasto-plastic stress and strain distri-
bution in a center-cracked plate; an experimental study on
crack growth rates in center-notch A514 steel plates; a com-
parison of the results of analytically computed and experi-
mentally obtained stresses and strains; and an evaluation of
the fatigue crack growth in the transition region between
high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue.
In the first phase of the study (Chapter 2), the
lumped parameter method was employed to determine the elasto-
plastic stress and strain distribution in a plate with pro-
gressive crack lengths each under one loading-unloading
cycle. (The lumped parameter was the volume of an element
in the plate, and was referred to as lumped volume in this
study) •
Chapter 3 summarizes the test program which was
designed to emphasize the fatigue crack growth of A514
steel in the transition region between high-cycle and low-
cycle fatigue. Of primary concern in the experiment were
the effects of the applied stress range and the maximum
applied stress on crack growth. The change in the stress
and strain distribution associated with crack propagation
was also obtained from the experiment.
In Chapter 4, examples of analytically computed
stress and strain distributions associated with an increas-
ing crack length are presented. ,The analytically computed
stresses and strains are compared with the stresses and
strains obtained from a fatigue test of Chapter 3. The
basic crack length versus load cycle data obtained from
the fatigue tests were used to estimate the crack growth
rates. The initial evaluation of these data included the
comparison of different methods for determining the .crack
growth rate and the influence of the stresses upon the rate
of crack propagation.
The correlation of the analytical strains to
fatigue crack growth behavior is also examined in Chapter 4.
A derivation was made for a semi-empirical crack growth
equation. which relates the rate of crack· growth (da/dN) to
the analytically computed strain range (~E ) in the element
e
leading the crack tip. The fatigue life predictions ~rom
the deriv~d crack growth equation were used to check the
life spans recorded during the fatigue tests. The validity
of the procedure and .the effect of element size on the
da/dN verses ~Ee relations_~ip were discussed.
9
The application of fracture mechanics concepts to
characterize the fatigue behavior of center-notch plates is
summarized in Chapter 5. The test results were analyzed
using the crack growth equation proposed by Paris (15) , cor-
relating the crack growth rate (da/dN) with the fracture
mechanics stress intensity range (~K). A comparison of
fatigue life predictions by the da/dN versus ~£ relation-
e
ship and the Paris crack growth equation was made. The ef-
feet of stress range and maximum stress on the da/dN-~K re-
lationship was examined.
The influence of yielding at the crack tip which
accompanies high net section stresses in the transition re-
gion of fatigue is also discussed in Chapter 5. The incor-
poration of stresses and strains to modify the plastic
zone correction factor in the computation of ~K was attempt-
ed. Comparison ·of the crack growth behavior as described
by the Paris equation and by the stress and strain modified
da/dN versus ~K relationships was made.
The applicability of the crack growth analyses of
Chapters 4 and 5 for other structural members is discussed
in Chapter 6. Some possible future studies are briefly
mentioned.
10·
2. ·STRESS AND STRAIN DISTRIBUTION IN A CRACKED PLATE
2.1 INTRODUCTION
For the evaluation of the stress and strain
distribution in structural members, the discrete element
methods such as finite element or lumped volume (lumped para-
meter) have been successfully utilized in the solution of
many non-linear prob~ems. The finite element method has
been used to solve a number of elasto-plastic problems of
cracked plates (16-21) • The results have provided stress and
strain distributions and plastic zone sizes at the crack tip
for a specific crack length under load and after unloading,
without considering residual stresses.
The lumped volume method has been employed in both
the elastic and inelastic flexural analysis ofplates(22-25)
(26) ,
and in the analysis of shell structures , but not with
cracks. The choice between the methods depends largely upon
the complexity of the problem to be solved, the capacity
and capability of the available computer, the time r~quire-
1 • , (27)
ment for solution, and the desired accuracy'of ~~sults •
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The lumped volume method was adopted in this
study for an elasto-plastic analysis of the stresses and
strains in a plate with a center crack of progressively
longer length. Each crack length was analyzed under one
loading-unloading cycle, and then the crack length was in-
creased for the next loading. Residual stresses were con-
sidered in the analysis.
-2. 2 FORMULATION OF THE EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS
In the lumped volume method(28) the continuous
material of a structural member under investigation is re-
placed by a set of lumped volumes. These lumped volumes
are arranged at discrete points according to a definite pat-
tern such that their behavior" represents that of the continu-
um which was replaced. To analyze elasto-plastic stress
problems using this method requires:
(a) the application of equilibrium conditions to
develop a set of simul,taneous non-linear algebraic equations
for the deformations of the lumped volumes, and
(b) the use of a numerical procedure to solve the
equations.
~n this analysis the member under investigation
was a center-cracked plate which was- subj ected to a uniform,
-uniaxial applied stress, cr, as shown in Fig. 2. The length,
width and thickness of the plate are L, B, and t, respec-
tively, with the thickness assumed to be small so that the
stresses in the plate could be considered as a case of
plane-stress. The crack was at mid-length of the plate
(Section d-d) , symmetrical with respect to the longitudinal
centerline, and had a length 2a.
Because of symmetry, no displacement in the loading
direction occurred at the cracked section (d-d) except the
opening of the crack. ~t the end section (e-e) where the
applied stresses were uniform, so were the displacements.
By considering the symmetry of the applied stress, the dis-
placements, and the geometry, it is only necessary to apply
the analysis to one quadrant of the plate indicated by the
cross-hatched area in Fig. 2.
The lumped volume model of this. quadrant, Fig. 3,
consisted of rectangular elements (bound by the dashed lines)
discretized to points (solid circles) which were located on
pxq mesh lines. The distances between lumped volumes of
any of the p rows was t, and of the q columns, h·.
L~ = (2p-l)
, 13
. (2.1)
·Bb =-2q (2 .2)
In the analysis, the displacements of the lumped
volumes are predominantly in the longitudinal (normal)
direction. These normal displacements are related in terms
of strains to normal stresses on the elementr through the
stress-strain relationship of the material. This relation-
ship was assumed to be bi-linearly elastic-strain hardening
as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, yielding of an element was
governed by the maxi~m normal stress theory (29) • For a so-
lution to the problem the stiffness method of structural
analysis (30) was employed to establish sets of equilibrium
equations from the relative displacements of the lumped
volumes.
A typical displacement configuration for a set of
lumped volumes (cross-h~tched area of Fig. 3) is'shown in
Fig. 5. The distances between the'initial locations (solid
circles) and the displaced posit~ons (open circles) were '
the displacements, X, of the lumped volumes. The 'relative'
displacement between any two adjacent lumped volumes was
the difference in their displacements.
The stress resultants that act' on a lumped volume
(cross-hatched· area of Fig. 5) were computed by multiplying
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the relative displacements by appropriate stiffness coef-
ficients. These stress resultants, indicated in Fig. 6,
were the shear stress resultant, V, and the normal stress
restiltant, P. In addition, there were the residual stress
resultants, R, which initially were not dependent upon the
relative displacements.
The equilibrium equations were formulated by
considering the equilibrium of forces on each lumped volume.
The general equilibrium equation for any lumped volume (Fig.
6) may be expressed as
-PI .+P'+l .-v. ,+V, '+l-R . ,+R"'+l ' = 0 (2.3)1J 1 ,J 1) 1,J 1J 1 ,J
Three situations were possible for a crack length: the
elastic, the plastic, and the cracked condition of equili-
brium. For each condition, equilibrium equations were also
dependent upon the location of the. lumped volu~e.
A. Elastic Condition
The initial residual stress resultants' R., and1J
R'+l ' were identical in magnitude·for each lumpeq volume). , J
in the elastic condition, thus they ,can be dropped from Eq.
2. 3-.
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(a) For lumped volumes on column 1 (Fig. 3),
-(X'I-X, 1 .)C, ,+(X'+ l I-X, ,)'C'+l ·1) 1- ,J 1) 1 ,J 1) 1 IJ
(2.4)
-(x, I-XI · I)DI.+(XI '+l-X, .)D. '+1 = 01) 1,J- 1J 1,J 1) 1,J
where C and D are the stiffness coefficients for tension
and shear respectively, and for the elastic condition, are
given by
C Etb (2.5)= -~-
D Gtt (2.6)= l)
By symmetry, X. I = X. . '1 and Eq. 2. 4 ,can be rearranged as
1) 1., J-
X'+l I (C'+l ,)+X. '+1(D, l+l)+X" (-C.,1 ,J 1 ,J. 1,J 1,J 1.) ~J
.( 2 • 7) .
-C'+ l I-D. '+l)+X, 1 I (C. I) = 01.. , J 1.., J 1- , J 1.J'
(b) For lumped volumes on columns 2 to q-l, X.. =I x. · 1
J.) 1.,J~ ".
in Eq. 2.4 and it can be wr~tten-as
X'+ l · (C'+ l .)+X. 1+1(D. l+l)+X' I (-C, .-C'+ l ·1.. ,J 1. ,J 1,J 1,J, 1J 1J 1.. ,J
16
-D .. -D. '+l)+X. · '1(D. ,)+X. 1 · (C .. ) = 01J 1,J 1,J- 1J l-,J 1)
(c) For lumped volumes on column q,
-(x, I-X. 1 ,)C. ,+(X'+l .-x, ,)C'+ l ·1J 1-, ] 1J ~ ,J 1J 1 , J
-(x .. -x, · 1)D" = 01J l,J- 1.)
or
X'+l I (C'+l .)+X, I (-C, ,-C'+l .-0. ,)
1 ,J ~ ,J 1J 1) 1 ,J 1.J
+X. · leD .. )+x. 1 ."(c .. ) = 01,J- 1J 1-,J .1.J
B. Plastic Condition
The force which causes yielding of a lumped
,volume was
U = (J tb-R
Y
(2 .8)
(2 .9)
(2 .10)
(2 .11)
where the residual stress resultant R was the product of
the current residual stress and the sectional area of the
rectangular element.
R = s tb
res
17
(2 .12)
The effect of yielding of a lumped volume was that, for
forces greater than V, the tension stiffness coefficient,
C, between this volume and the adjacent lumped volume was
reduced. The reduced coefficient is obtained by a substi-
tution of the strain-hardening modulus, Est for the modulus
of elasticity, E, in Eq. 2.5
c =
Esttb
~ (2 .13)
Thus the equation of equilibrium for lumped volumes on
columns 2 to q-l was given by
-(x, ,-x, 1 .)C, .-u ..+(X'+l I-X,")C'+l I+UI+1 I
1J 1- IJ 1J 1J 1 -,J lJ 1 IJ ~ IJ
-(x, ,-x, I l)D,"+(X, "+l-X,")D, '+1 = 0~J 1,J- 1J 1,J 1J 1,J
(2 • 14)
Since the shear modulus, G, was 'assumed to be a constant in
the analysis, the shear stiffness coefficient D remained
the same as in the elastic case. By rearranging, Eq. 2.14
became
X'+l' ,(C'+l · )+X, '+1(D, '+l)+XI' (-C, '-C"+l '1 ,J 1 ,J 1iJ 1,J 1) 1) 1 ,~J
-D. ,~D, '+l)+X' I 1(D, ,)+X, 1 I (e, ,)~J ~,J J..,J-' J.J ~-.,J J.J
18
(2 .15)
- U '" ~U '+1 ·
.l:-J J. , J
Equilibrium equations for lumped volumes on columns 1 and
q could be formulated similarly.
c. Cracked Condition
For the lumped volumes located next to the crack
the tension stiffness coefficient C was zero. The residual
forces of these lumped volumes are also zero except for the
lumped volume which is located just behind the leading edge
of the crack tip for the current loading-unloading cycle.
For this lumped volume the force U in Eq. 2.14 was expressed
by
U = -R (2.16)
For elastic, plastic, and cracked conditions the
equilibrium equations can be expressed in a generalized
form:
X'+ l · (AA)+X. '+l(BB)+X .. (CC)+X. · 1(DD)1 . ,J 1,J· 1) 1,J-
"( 2 .17)
+X. 1 · (EE) = FF1- ,J
where AA, BB, ee, DD, and EE designate the respective ale-
gebraic sum of the stiffness coefficients in the equili-
19
brium equations. FF represents the total force required
for yielding of a lumped volume that is in the yielded
condition in the analysis.
Equation 2.17 represents a set of simultaneous
equilibrium equations in terms of stiffness. In matrix
form, the equilibrium equations generated a stiffness matrix
of the size pxq by pxq. Al~ the stiffness coefficients were
located on five diagonals and the sum of the stiffness coef-
ficients off the main diagonal in any row was always
equal to the stiffness coefficient on the principal diago-
nal. This implied that an ill-conditioned stiffness matrix
could not arise and therefore the iterative procedure always
converges. The results of the iterative procedure were the
displacements of the I,umped volumes under the condition for
which the equations were formulated.
2.3 SOLUTION PROCEDURE
A solution for Eq. 2.17 can be obtained by ~m­
ployingthe Gauss-Seidel iterative method (31) • By rearrang-
ing Eq. 2;17, the equation for the Gauss-Seidel iteration
can be expressed as
x, ,. = [FF-X'+l ,-(AA)-X. '+l(BB)-X, · 1(DD)
1.) 1.,] ~,J 1,J-.
·20
-XII i(EE)]/(CC)1- ,J (2.18)
where XI I is the displacement of the lumped volume computed
~J
by the iteration process.
The displacements obtained from the solution of
Eq. 2.18 should satisfy force equilibrium at the cracked
section. If not, corrections to the computed displacements
must be made and the Gauss-Seidel procedure repeated. This
constituted a double iterative process. The displacement
configuration was therefore made to approach that of an
equilibrium configuration at all cross sections to within
an arbitrarily chosen accuracy.
A Fortran computer program, for use on a CDC 6400
computer, was developed to perform the elasto-plastic stress
and strain distribution analysis. A flow chart outlining
its operational sequence is illustrated in Fig. 7.
The method described in this chapter was employed-
to analyze the elasto-plastic stress and strain distribu-
tions of the center-notch plates of- the test program Qut-,
lined in Chapter 3 .. Some analytical results are presented
in Chapter 4, and discussed in conjunction with the experi-
mental results.
21
3. DESCRIPTION OF TEST PROGRAM
3.1 SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION
The test program in this study was designed to
obtain experimental results for correlation with the analy-
tical estimation of stresses and strains. More imp6rtant,
-the tests provided information on crack length and load cycle
of center-notch plates under various applied loads and crack
lengths. All these results facilitated the evaluation of
crack growth behavior in the transition region between
high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue.
The plate material used in the test program was
T-1 steel, which meets ASTM A514F specifications (32) • The
mechanical properties of the plates were obtained from
three standard tension tests(33) using a 120 kip Tinius-
Olsen Universal testing machine. The average values of the
static yield stress, cry' the ultimate stress, cr
u1t ' and the
strain-hardening modulus,. Est' are listed in Table 1. Est
is the slope obtained by connecting the yield point strain
with the 2 per cent strain on the stress-strain diagram.
This slope represents closely the actual stress-strain curve
in this region.
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The geometry of the specimens was selected to
complement that in the lumped volume analysis. The direc-
tion of loading of the plates paralleled the rolling direc-
tion. Both sides of the plates were first milled from a
thickness of 5/8 in. and then machined to 1/4 in. The
specimen configuration is partially sketched in Fig. 8. A
summary of the measured cross-sectional dimensions is given
in Table 2.
To initiate fatigue cracking during testing, a
starter notch was placed in the center of each test specimen.
The notch consisted of a thin slot made by an electrical
discharg~ machine (EDM) on each side of a 1/8 in. drilled
hole (Fig. 8). The specimens were not stress relieved.
A number of electrical resistance strain gages
with a 1/8 in. gage length were bonded to one face of three
specimens to monitor the strains and to ascertain the uni-
formity of load application. The layout of the strain
gages in schematically. shown in Fig. 9.
3.2 EXPERIMENT DESIGN
The experiment was designed to help achieve the
two objec~ives of this test program, that is, to obtain
stresses and strains at different crack lengths and to
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explore the effects of stress variables on crack growth.
The stress variables 'selected were the applied stress range,
~a, and the maximum applied stress, cr • Applieq stresses
max
were based on the gross cross-sectional area of the speci-
men and remained constant throughout the testing of a speci-
men.
The factorial design for the experiment is shown
in Table 3. The arrangement allowed separation of the
effects of the applied stress range from those of the maxi-
mum applied stresses. The intervals of stress variables in
the factorial were purposely large so as to bring out the
influences of these variables. The value of the maximum
applied stress was limited by the yield strength of the
material, beyond which little information on crack growth
could be acquired (as was demonstrated by test specimen T12).
Partial stress reversal, represented by the conditions of
the cross-hatched cells in the factorial, was not investi-
gated because of the inability to specify the influence of
crack closure on the crack propagation process(34). There-
fore, all tests were conducted under tens~on to terision
cyclic-loading.
An evaluation of the variability of th~_ fatigue
data was unable to be made. This resulted from an insuffi-
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cient number of replicate specimens being tested at the
same stress conditions.
3.3 TESTING PROCEDURE
Testing was performed in a IOO-kip closed-loop,
electrohydraulic MTS fatigue testing machine. The specimens
were friction gripped in the machine (Fig. 10) and were
aligned hydraulically under a load of 10 kips. The desired
cyclic loads were then applied and the crack initiated at
the starter notch, propagating with each cycle of loading.
The accuracy of the loads was controlled to within +0.5 per
cent.
The frequency of loading for each specimen was
varied from 300 cycles per minute (cpm) down to 15 cpm de-
pending upon the rate of crack growth. This variation per-
mitted the crack length.of each specimen to be recorded
accurately with respect to the corresponding number of ap-
plied load cycles, (the basic crack growth data).
The crack length was obtained visually by
utilizing a scaled SOX hand microscope and two photo-etched
reference grids on one side of the specimen. The reference
grids consisted of lines spaced at 0.05 in. intervals, and
were located on each end of the starter not-ch. The crack
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was measured at both ends to'-the nearest one-thousandth of
an inch. Measurements were taken at frequent intervals
(approximately 0.01 inches of crack growth) throughout each
test.
Cracks were grown to a length at which stresses
on the net section were approaching the material's ultimate
strength. The cyclic load was then stopped, and the speci-
men pulled apart in tension.
All of the basic crack growth data was subsequently
analyzed with the aid of CDC 6400 computer and is briefly
summarized in Chapter 4. The results obtained from this
test .program are used in Chapters 4 and 5 to evaluate the
fatigue crack growth behavior of center-notch A5l·4 steel
plates.
For specimens on which electrical strain gages
were mounted (Fig. 11, and marked with an asterick in
Table 3), the MTS machine was stopped during testing at
predetermined crack lengths. Readings from the gages were
then recorded for both the maximum and minimum loads.
These readings were relayed by a B & F multi-channel digi-
tal strain indicator to a teletype tape output as strains.
The compa~ison between the stresses and strains obtained
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from the test program and those computed from the lumped
volume analysis are summarized in Chapter 4.
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4. PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
4.1 ANALYTICAL STRESSES AND STRAINS
The lumped volume analysis of Chapter 2 was
applied to each of the center-notch plates of the test pro-
gram of Chapter 3. Actual maximum and minimum stresses and
measured crack lengths in the tests were employed. for the
analysis. For each crack length of a plate the stresses and
strains were computed first under the maximum applied stress
and then, under the minimum applied stress. .The analysis
proceeded from zero crack length up to and including the
crack length at which the remaining net section was yielded.
In the analysis, the mesh division of the lumped
volume model was selected to be 20 by 20 (pxq = 20x20 in
Fig. 3), resulting in an element size of txb = 0.183 in. x
0.094 in. The mechanical properties used were the a~Terage
values from the plates (Table 1). The initial residual
stresses were assumed to pe zero.
Since stresses and strains near and ahead of the'
crack were of particular interest, analytical results of
stresses and strains along the ffrst line of lumped volumes
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above the crack (line 1-1 of 'Fig. 3) are presented. Results
of specimen T6 are used as examples; those from other plates
were similar.
The maximum and minimum nominal stresses applied
to specimen T6 were 62.0 ksi and 10.0 ksi, respectively
(Table 3). The magnitudes of the computed normal stresses,
S, along line 1-1 adjacent to the crack are'depicted in
Fig. 12 for half of the plate width. The half length of
the crack was a = 0.563 in. Inside the crack width, the
normal stresses of lumped volumes in line 1-1 are assumed
to be equal to zero under both maximum and minimum applied
stresses. For a short length in front of the crack tip,
the stresses reached yield'ing under maximum load, as is
represented by the relatively flat portion of the solid
stress distribution curve. Further ahead of the crack,
stresses were lower in magnitude but were higher than the
maximum applied value of 62.0 ksi because of the existence
of the crack.
The stress _distribution along line 1-1 under the
minimum load (dashed curve of Fig. 12) indicates the well
known phenomenon of stress reversal at the crack tip when
unloading took place.
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The strain di"stributions along the same line and
correspondent to the stress patterns of Fig. 12 are shown
in Fig. 13. Although the magnitudes of the stresses were
limited by· yielding of the material, the strains were not.
These curves indicate that the strains in the immediate
vicinity of the crack tip were very high, but decreased
quite rapidly away from the crack. It is of interest to
note that the vertical distance between these two strain
distribution curves represents the change in strain, or
strain range, due to an applied stress range (~cr) of 52.0
ksi.
The analytically computed stress distributions
corresponding to that of Fig. 12 but for different crack
lengths are plotted in Fig. 14. As expected, the relatively
flat portions of the stress distribution curves increased
in size as the half crack length, a, increased. This sig-
nifies the increase of the yielded (plastic) zone with the
increase of crack length. The shape and size of these
plastic zones as computed from the lumped volume analys~s
are sketched in Fig. 15 for the four half crack lengths of
Fig. 14. For the size of mesh division used, the increase
in ,plastic zone size perpendicular to the crack was not re-
vealed, but the increase in size ahead of the crack is
obvious.
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The minimum stress distribution curves (dashed
lines) of Fig. 14 indicate that the extent of stress rever-
sal at the crack tip increased as the length of the crack
became larger. complete stress reversal to yielding was
not obtained in the analysis because of the relatively large
size of the element (lumped volume) selected.
The strain distributions in conjunction with those
curves of Fig. 14 are plotted in Fig. 16. These strain
curves indicate that a significant increase in strain oc-
curred as the crack length increased, especially near the
crack tip.
Previous studies have indicated that both the
quantitative and qualitative variation of strains near the
crack tip may be significant in describing the observed
changes in the rate of fatigue crack growth (12-14) . There-
fore the analytically computed maximum and minimum strains
for the element (lumped volume) leading the crack tip are
plotted in Fig. 17 for a crack of increasing length. These
strains, E , are average strains evaluated over the length
e
of the element (see insert in Fig. 17). For small crack
lengths, the strains were relatively smal1~ However, as
the crack length increased r these strains increased as a
result of the greatly reduced n~t section area.
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For any crack length the difference between the
strains under maximum and minimum load represented the av-
erage strain range, /lE , to which the element leading the
e
crack tip.was being subjected at that particular crack
length. From Fig. 17, it appears that ~E increased gra-
e
dually as the crack extended its length.
The strains, E at the crack tip of other test
e
plates had the same general.·nature as those of specimen T6.
Table 4 summarizes, for increasing crack lengths of all the
specimens, the strains E under the maximum loads. (For
e
the convenience of later discussion, the maximum strains in
this table are designated as E t ). The corresponding strain
ranges, ~£ , are listed in Table 5. These maximum strains
e
and strain ranges are used later in this chapter to assist
in the explanation of the crack growth rates observed from
the test program.
4. 2 COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STRE'SSES AND
STRAINS
The adequacy of the lumped volume method for
stress and- strain evaluation (Chapter 2) was checked by
comparison with the results of the test program described
in Chapte~ 3. From three specimen~, experimental strains
were recorded at. the maximum and minimum loads at different
crack lengths which enabled comparisons to be made with
the computed stresses and strains from the lumped volume
analysis. Due to the similarity comparison of results of
specimen T5 alone will be made.
The analytical and experimental stresses under a
maximum applied stress of cr = 78.0 ksi and a minimum applied
stress of 10.0 ksi, are plotted in Fig. 18 for three crack
lengths. The solid and dashed lines present the analyti-
cally computed stress distributions similar to those of
Fig. 14. The open and closed dots represent stresses from
strains recorded during the testing. The equivalent plot
for strains is given as Fig. 19.
The analytical and experimental results in Figs.
18 and 19 compared quite well qualitatively but only fair
quantitatively, indicating insufficient accuracy_ Some of
the factors which may have contributed to this variation
are the slanting of the crack surface, the unequal length
of crack to the two sides of the plate centerline, the ina-
bility to measure strains accurately, the uncontrollable
errors of experiments, the difference between the average
strains under a gage and the ~ypothetical concentrated
strain at a lumped volume, and the .approxirnation of the
. analytical results due to the assumptions.
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Inaccuracy notwithstanding, the qualitative com-
parison of the analytical and experimental stresses and
strains of specimens T5, T7 and T12 was quite satisfactory.
The results of the lumped volume method are used later for
the evaluation of crack growth.
4.3 RESULTS OF CRACK LENGTH MEASUREMENTS
The basic crack growth data for each fatigue test
of Chapter 3 consist of measurements of half crack length at
left, aL' and at right, a R, from the plate centerline and
the corresponding number of cycles of loading. To examine
these data, the number of cycles, Nt for each measured
half crack length of specimen T5 is plotted in Fig. 20 as
solid points. These points follow a smooth curved line,
indicating that, by visual observation, crack growth in the
specimen was continuous., This phenomenon of macroscopically
continuous growth of crack occurred in all specimens of the
test program.
T~e 9urve through the points of Fig. 20 is a least
square (35) fit of the points. It defines an average rela-
tionship between the half crack lengths and the number of
load cycles. The polynomial equation of the curve thus pro-
vides continuous crack growth d~ta of specimen T5. Least
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square fit polynomials (up to 6th order) of the basic data
were determined for all test specimens for the examination
of crack growth rates.
4.4 DETERMINATION OF CRACK GROWTH RATES
Determination of crack growth rate (~a/~N) through
direct measurements during experiment results in an average
rate within the time interval of measuring the crack exten-
sion (~a) at ~ particular crack length. Commonly, the in-
stantaneous crack growth rate da/dN is determined from a
crack growth curve such as in Fig. 20. This latter proce-
dure was adopted for the analyses of this study. As an ex-
ample, the instantaneous crack growth rates of specimen T5
are presented in Fig. 21 as a function of the average half
crack length.
Because crack-growth rates da/dN were derived
from the N versus a relationship, the adequacy of the least
square fit to the basic crack growth data became very im-
portant. Instead of mathematically determining the "good-
ness of fit" of the N-a c~rves, average values of ~a/~N
were evaluated for short extension of cracks as a check.
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The technique employed for evaluation of ~a/~N
was the modified central difference method (MCD) (36). This
technique computes the slope of a second order curve which
is fitted through a central point and a limited number of
its adjacent points of the basic data. The crack growth
rates of the basic data from the left and the right half
length of crack were separetely computed. These rates are
superimposed on the crack growth rate curve in Fig. 22 for
specimen T5.
There exist in Fig. 22 variations in crack growth
rates from the two procedures. A similar degree of varia-
tion was observed for all tests of the experiment. However,
when the values of crack growth rates by the difference
method were averaged through curve fitting, the resulting
curve agreed well with the instantaneous rate (da/dN) curve.
This comparison was made for all of the fatigue tests and
all were satisfactory. The comparison thus assured the re-
liability of the crack growth rates from the crack length
curves of the specimens.
4.5 EFFECT OF STRESSES ON CRACK GROWTH RATE
It ~s of primary interest to gain insight into
the effec~s of the applied stresses on the rate of crack
growth in the transition region between high-cycle and low-
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cycle fatigue. The experiment design of the test program
permitted separation'of the effects of the applied stress
range from those of the maximum applied stress.
To explore the influence of applied stress range
(60), the crack growth rates are plotted in Fig. 23 in terms
of the half' crack length for three specimens of the test
program. These tests (T2, T8 , and T5) were conducted at a
maximum stress of 78.0 ks'i and had stress ranges of 36.0,
52.0, and 68.0 ksi respectively.
From Fig. 23 it is apparent that as the stress
range was incr~ased, there was exhibite4 an increase of crack
growth rate at the same crack length. This phenomenon was
well known for high-cycle fatigue for which the major
variable influencing the rate of crack 'growth was found to
be the stress range(37}.
The curves in Fig. 23 reveal that for a 'small
applied stress range (T2) the crack growth rate increased.
almost linearly. up to a crack length which approached that·
of net section yielding under maximum load. For, larger and
larger applied stress range (T8 and T5), the linearity be-
came gradually non-existanti the rate incre~se became much
more rapi~ with increasing crack length. Above net section
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yielding the tendency towards unstable crack growth was
greater for higher stress ranges.
To examine the influence of maximum stress, cr ,
max
Fig. 24 was constructed, showing crack growth rates for
two specimens (T6 and T8) which were tested at a relatively
high stress range of 52.0 ksi. The maximum stresses were
62.0 and 78.0 ksi respectively. It is clear from this fig-
ure that for the same crack length, as the maximum stress
was increased, a specimen exhibited a ,greater crack growth
rate.
This phenomenon, ascribable to the transition
region between high-cycle 'and low-cycle fatigue in which
these two tests were conducted, may not be pronounced in
the high-cycle 'fa-tigue region. At the lower rates of Fig.
24, the difference of the rates between the curves decreases
with decreasing crack l~ngth. For specimens tested in a
smaller stress range but with similar variations in the
maximum applied stress, the difference of crack growth
rates was even less.
Examining high-cycle fatigue wi th small v'ariation
of maximum,applied stress and small stress ranges, investi~
(38-41) .gators c assessed 'the maximum applied stress ,to have
little or no effect on the crack growth rate. When the
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maximum applied stress and stress range are high as for this
test program, both affected the growth rate.
4.6 CORRELATION OF ANALYTICAL STRAINS WITH FATIGUE CRACK
,GROWTH
It has been hypothesized that crack propagation
is caused by cumulative "damage due to strain cycling of the.
material at the crack tip(42). One of the primary objec-
tives of the present study was to determine the significance
that the strains in the immediate vicinity of a crack tip
have on fatigue" crack growth behavior. The analysis of
Chapter 2 provided average strains in the element leading
the crack tip (Fig. 17). The maximum strain and the strain
range have been summarized in Tables 4 and 5 and their in-
fluence on crack growth are to be examined below.
The relation of the maximum strain (E t ) in the
element leading the crack tip, to the crack growth rate is
depicted by a log-log plot in Fig. 25. For the points in
this figure the strains were computed correspondent to
crack lengths for which crack gr~wth rates~had been ob-.
tained durlng the fatigue tests. For each specimen all
points very nearly lie on a straight line, indicating a
linear log-log relationship between the crack growth rate
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and the maximum strain at the crack tip. Furthermore, all
the straight lines are nearly parallel to each other. Thus
for all specimens the increase of crack growth rate was
almost the same for the same increase of Ct.
That the parallel lines in Fig. 25 do not align
into one single line, makes it apparent that the maximum
strain at the crack tip was not the most significant varia-
hIe in defining the rate of crack growth. Attention was,
A log-log plot of da/dN versus 6E was made and
e
is shown as Fig. 26. The points in the figure correspond
directly to those of Fig. 25. These points concentrate ,in
a relatively narrow band which can be represented by a
straight line. This shows that, regardless of differences
in applied stress range'and 'the maximum applied stress of
the specimens, ~here existed a linear logarithmic relation-
ship between the crack growth rate and the strain range at
the crack tip of a center-notch plate.
The relationship between da/dN and ~£ as shown
e
by Fig. 26 can be expressed by an equation in the form:
(4.1)
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or
(4.2)
This latter equation resembles very much the crack growth
equation which was derived through fracture mechanics (15)
and is discussed in Chapter 5. Equation 4.2 expresses crack
growth per cycle in terms of ~E and two constants, C1 and,e
n 1 · The constants C1 and n 1 are the intercept and the slope
of the straight line defined in Fig. 26. Their values can
be determined empirically through a least square fit of a
straight line to a set of analytical and experimental re-
suIts, as those shown in Fig. 26. Values of C1 and n 1 de-
pend upon the conditions of testing, the geonletry of the
specimens, the material properties, and the size of the ele-
ments in the analytical evaluation of the strains.
For the. specimens of this test program and the
chosen size of elements, the coefficients C1 and n I , of the
crack growth equation were computed to be 12.'8 and 2.32,
respectively. Thus the crack growth rate of the specimens
in terms of strain range is
(4.3)
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Integration of the semi-empirical Eq. 4.3 between
two lengths of a fatigue crack, results in the number of
cycles which elapsed in the crack extension. This provides
a check on the adequacy of the equation. For cases where
the coefficients are known and ~E can be computed for Eq.
e
4.2, this procedure provides a means for fat~gue life pre-
dictions. The expression for predicting from Eq. 4.2 the
cycle-life interval (number of cycles) between two crack
lengths a. and a. is the integral relationship
3- J
a.
J
(N .. ) ~ da (4 • 4)=1.J £ ne Cl(~£e) 1
Since the independent variable of this equation is ~E
e
which.is non-linear, a closed-form integration of the equa-
tion was not possible. A numerical integration procedure
must be employed.
The cycle-life intervals (N. ')6 between observed1J Ee
crack lengths of all the specimens up to net section yield-
ing have been computed by using Eq. 4.4 and the ·values of
Cl and n l • These cycle intervals are listed in Table 6
with the observed cycle~ (6N). Also given ·in the t~ble for
all specimens are the differences between the computed and
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observed cycle numbers, in per cent of observed values.
(Columns 4 and 5 of Table 6 will be discussed in Chapter 5).
The maximum difference between computed and ob-
served number of cycles was 9.1 per cent; the average for
all specimens was 4.5 per cent. This relatively small dif-
ference in predicting the cycle-life Interval infers that
the strain range relationship, Eg. 4'.2, may describe satis-
factorily the fatigue crack growth behavior of center-notch
AS14 steel plate specimens in the transition region.
Since the element size governs the magnitude of
the strain range, ~Ee and the values of' C1 and n 1 in Eq.
4.2, it became imperative to examine the effect of element
size. This was done by selecting two additional mesh di-
visions, pxq of 30 x 30 and 40 x 40 (Fig. 3) in the analy-
sis of specimens T9 and T5. These specimens represent the
extremes of the crack growth rates observed in the experi-
ment. The results are plotted in Fig. 27.
It is evident from this figure that for smalle~
element sizes, the relationship between the crack, growth
rate and the strain range can be represented by straight
lines, with the corresponding"points of each line in the
same degree of proximity as those for the 20 x' 20 mesh di-
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vision. This shows that regardless of the element size,
Eq. 4.2 holds true.
The values of the constants C1 and n1 in Eq. 4.2
were determined from the straight lines and the resulting
crack growth equations are shown in Fig. 27. A smaller ele-
ment size was accompanied by a slightly smaller slope n1 •
A correlation of the constants to the element size was urtable
to be made due to the nonlinearity of the strains. However,
the qualitative relationship between da/dN and ~£e remains
the same.
The cycle-life intervals as determined from Eq. 4.4
for each specimen using any of the three straight. lines of
Fig. 27 were approximately equal. As a consequence, the va-
lidity of the strain procedure to describe fatigue crack
growth behavior in the transition region is not affected by
a change in the element'size.
It can be expected then, by incorporating, appro~
priate' ,mater'ial properties and geometrical conditions, Eq.. ·
4.2 would apply equally satis£actorily to ~ny notched plates
of any material. Furthermore, si~ce Eq. 4.2 has been de-
rived solely through a knowledge of the va~~atio~ of the
strain range at the 'crack and the strains are to be computed
from an elasto-plastic analysis, the application -of the
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analytical strain range concept may provide a satisfactory
description of the crack growth behavior not only up to but
beyond general yielding of structural components. The appli-
cability of this concept needs to be proved.
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5. EVALUATION OF CRACK GROWTH BEHAVIOR USING
FRACTURE MECHANICS CONCEPTS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 4 were presented the stresses and
strains near a crack tip, the rate of crack growth, and the
correlation between strains and the crack growth rate, all
in the tLansition region between high-cycle and low-cycle
fatigue. In this chapter, an evaluation of the fatigue
crack growth data from the test program of Chapter 3 is
made in terms of fracture mechanics concepts. The analyti-
cal stresses and strains from Chapter 2 are incorporated in
the evaluation, and empirical modifications to some fracture
mechanics constants are attempted.
In the theory of fracture mechanics, the stress
field in the area adjacent to the leading edge of a crack
has been defined by a set of elastic equations (43) • These
equations, which give the magnitude of the stresses a~ a '.
given location, depend solely on the value of the .parameter
K, the stress intens~ty factor. This parameter describes
in convenient form the influence of the applied nominal
stress., the crack size, and the configuration of the struc-
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tural member. In the present study the fatigue tests were
performed on center-notch plates. The fracture mechanics
t it 't f t f th · fit' · · b (44)s ress 1n enS1 y ac or or 18 con 19ura 10n 18 g1ven y
K = crJa sec~a (5 .1)
where a is the applied nominal stress, a is the half crack
length and B is the width of the plate. This formula has
been found to be sufficiently accurate for (2a/B) < 0.8(45).
The stress field in the area of the crack tip is
such that, over a small distance from the crack tip, stres-
ses are at the yield point of the material. The influence
of this yielded area on the value of K is not considered.
As long as the size of the yielded area or plastic zone is
small in comparison to both the crack length and the net
remaining cross-section, an adjustment can be made when using
Eq. 5.1 by adding to' the half crack length, a, the radius of
the plastic zone, (46)r y (Fig. 28)
r y (5 • 2)
Thus a = a+rc y (5.3)
substitutes for "all in Eq. 5.,1.
For structural members subjected to fatigue, all
parts of the member experience cyclic variation of stress.
If the applied stress range is ~a, the stress intensity ·
variations at the crack tip are defined by the stress inten-
sity range, ~K. For the center-notch plate,
(5.4)
Because the plastic zone also varies with cyclic loading,
the "corrected" crack length a , in Eq. 5.4 is given by
c
a = a+r
c y (5 .5)
where ~ (47) is the radius of the reverse plastic zone (Fig.y
28), and for plane stress conditions,
r y
= --!...(~)2
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(5.6)
5.2 THE CRACK GROWTH EQUATION
For fatigue crack growth in metals, the rate of
propagation (da/~) was suggested by Paris (l5) to be related
to the stress intensity range by the crack growth equation:
(5 .7)
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where the constants C and n ·are to be determined through
o
experiments.
Equation 5.7 is similar to and preceeds the
development of Eq. 4.2 which expresses crack growth rates
in terms of strain range for the element leading the crack
tip. The application of Eq. 5.7 to the test resu~ts of
this study is examined here.
For all crack lengths of specimen T5, ~K was
computed using Eq. 5.4 and plotted against their respective
da/dN values from the curve of Fig. 21. The resulting plot
is shown as Fig. 29. In the figure, the solid circles co+-
respond to crack lengths for which an analytical stress and
strain distribution was computed. The straight line was
drawn through the points for which the stresses at the net
section were below yielding. It was evident from ·the
straight line that for specimen T5 the logarithmic relation-
ship between da/dN and ~K was approximately linear, conform-
ing to the crack growth equation, Eq. 5.7. However, devia-
tion from the straight line occurred prior to the attainment
of net section yielding.. This deviation confirmed that Eq.
5.7 was not applicable to cases where average net section
stresses in a center-notch plate were high, and fatigue
crack growth was in the transition region between 'high-cycle
and low-cycle fatigue.
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The log-log relationship between the crack growth
rate and ~K for each of the specimens in the test program
was similar to that of T5. The results of all specimens
are shown in Fig. 30. (For each plotted point below net
section yielding, analytical stresses and strains have been
computed. Values of a, da/dN, and ~K are summarized in
Table 7). Although straight lines are not imposed in the
Fig. 30, deviation from linearity was observed to occur be-
tween 90 and 100 per cent of net section yeilding for all
test specimens.
For a visual distinction between points above and
below net section yielding, the data of Fig. 30 are replotted.
in Fig. 31, where these points are separated in two groups.
It is apparent from this figure that for the range of crack
growth rates investigated, the results generated below net
section yielding follow a relatively narrow band, whereas
those points obtained above net section yielding scatter
relatively widely.
A least square fit of a straight line was performed
on the points of Fig. 31 below net section yielding. The
resulting line is shown in Fig. 32. From this straight line,
the constants C and n of Eq. 5.7 were computed to be equal
o .
to 3.68 x'lO-9 and 2~26, respectively. Therefore, for the
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test specimens of this study below net section yielding,
the crack growth equation was
( 5 • 8)
Equation 5.8 compares very well with one from
earlier experiments on high-yield strength steels. As illus-
trated in Fig. 33 th~ current growth data fell well within
the scatterband reported by Barsom(48) and the straight
lines nearly paralleled each other. The Barsero scatterband
was based on data from high-cycle- fatigue tests on four high
-strength steels wi th yield strengths between 87 ksi and 191
ksi.
5.3 COMPARISON OF CRACK GROWTH EQUATIONS
Thus· far, the fracture mechanics and the strain
analysis procedures have been employed to develop crack
growth equations for the specimens below net section yield-
ing. The two independent equations (Eqs. 4.2 and 5.7) are
similar in form, the constants nand n 1 are approximately
the same for both equations, and the independent variables
~K and ~E are analogous to each other. Whereas ~K defines
e
the range ~of stress intensity associated with a propagating
crack tip in a predominantly elastic stress field, ~Ee
describes the range of strain for the element leading the
crack tip in an elasto-plastic condition. Therefore, the
two procedures compliment. each other in applicability to
evaluation of fatigue below net section yielding.
Comparison of cycle-life intervals predicted by
the two crack growth equations further proves their simi-
larity. By integrating Eq. 5.8 between two crack lengths
a. and a., as was done to Eq. 4.3, the cycle-life intervals
1. J
of the specimens were computed and are summarized in Table
6 with the experimentally observed number of cycles (~N) and
the cycle-life intervals (N .. )A • The differences between
1J £..lEe
~N and (Nij)~K are of the same magnitude as those between
~N and (N. ')A • In fa.ct, the aver.age absolute difference1..J u-£e
of the predicted cycle-life interval was coincidentally the
same for the two procedures.
Beyond the similarity and agreement of results,
it must be recalled that Eq. 4.2 in terms of ~£ was gene-
e
rated after examining the effects of applied stress range
and maximum applied stresses. Both these stress variables
influence the crack growth rate. On the other hand, Eq.
5.7 -correlating da/dN with ~K was formulated through exami-
nation of high-cycl~ fatigue data. The effects of the
stress range and of the maximum stress are lumped into the
empirical values of the constants of the crack growth
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equation. Therefore, the influence of the applied stresses
on the rate of crack growth through ~K are examined in the
next section.
5.4 INFLUENCE OF APPLIED STRESSES ON THE da/dN - ~K
RELATIONSHIP
The da/dN versus ~K relationship for three speci-
mens tested at the same maximum applied stress (0 ) of
max
62.0 ksi is shown in Fig. 34. These specimens (T9, T7, and
T6) had applied stress ranges (60) of 20.0, 36.0, and 52.0
ksi, respectively. The straight lines were obtained from
the points in Fig. 30 for each test. The starting point of
each solid line corresponds approximately to 75 per cent of
net section yielding" during the fatigUe test; the upper li-
mit of the solid line represents a condition of approximately
92 per cent net section yielding.
As expected, the stress range was a~significant
variable influencing the rate of crack propagation. An in-
crease in ;the applied stress range was accbmpanied by an
increase in the slope of the straight line. This indicates
that a single logarithmic linear relationship between da/dN
and 6K, obtained for hign-cycle fatigue, may not be appro-
priate fOl! fatigue' lives in the transition region between
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high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue. The changes in slope in
Fig. 34, although reiatively -small, do have a significant
effect upon the estimate of cycle-life intervals when the
number of cycles is not large.
The influence of the maximum applied stress on
the rate of crack growth was investigated in a similar way.
Straight lines relating da/dN with ~K are plotted in Fig. 35
for three sets of specimens. The sets were tested at an
applied stress range of 20.0 ksi, 36.0 ksi and 52.0 ksi.
It is evident from Fig. 35 that, for each stress range, the
straight lines are approximately parallel to each other, and
a higher maximum applied stress caused a higher rate of
fa~igue crack growth. The difference in growth rate between
two maximum stresses was very small at lower applied stres,s
ranges (~a = 20 ksi), but became progressively larger as the
applied stress range was increased.
Consequently, it can be concluded from these
results that the stress range and the maximum stre_ss,. do have_
a defini te influence upon the stress intensity range (~K) '.
and the rate of crack growth in the transition region be-
tween high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue. To define more ac-
curately the rate of cr~ck growth in this region. it ~ecame
necessary 'to obtain an improved crack growth equation. An
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attempt was made to modify ~K through ~onsideration of the
effects that the stress range and the maximum stress had
upon the fatigue crack growth rate in this region. The mo-
dification of ~K is discussed in the following section.
5.5 MODIFICATION OF STRESS INTENSITY RANGE (~K)
5.5.1 Introduction
In computing the stress intensity range ~K for
fatigue crack growth studies, it is assumed that the plastic
zone in front of the crack tip is small. For conditions
wher~. net s~gtion.stre~ses 'are -~high, t·he p,lastic zone may be
relatively large and Eq. 5.6 may not be applicable.
Past studies have indicated that the corrections
for plasticity in the fracture mechanics theory are suffi-
ciently accurate for average stresses on the net section up
to approxiamtely 80 per cent of general yielding(ll). Above
this stress level, the estimate of ~K is in error and the.
error increases as the stress level on the net section is
increased by crack extension.
Therefore, a modification to ~K through considera-
tion of the plastic zone seems appropriate.· The. sp~cimens
of the current test program had initial stresses about 55
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per cent of net section yielding or greater before crack
growth. The results of the elasto-plastic stress and strain
analysis of these specimens provide intuition for the follow-
ing empirical modification.
5.5.2 ~K Modified Using Analytical Strains
The first modification was formulated through the
application of .the strains computed from the elasto-plastic
analysis on the cracked plate. An increased plastic zone
size was determined empirically by considering the size of
the element leading the crack tip in the lumped volume analy-
sis and the computed values of the strain range (~Ee) and
the maximum strain (St) in that element. The resulting ad-
justed crack length a
c
for Eq. 5.4 was defined as a
c
= a+a
e
,
with
(5.9)
where b is the width of the element leading the crack tip,·
Cy is the yield strain and ml and m2 are numerical constants.
The first two parts of the right hand s~de in
Eq. 5.9 represent the estimat~d size of the· plastic ~one due
to a cyclic strain in the element leading the crack tip,
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analogous to the expression for r in Eq. 5.6. The thirdy
part accounts for the effect that the maximum strain has on
the size of the plastic zone. The constants m1 and m2 in
Eq. 5.9 were·empirically determined for the current test
program and element size 2.25 and 1.25, respectively.
The values of a for the sp~cimens were employed
E
to determine a
c
and then substituted into Eq. 5.4. The re-
sulting modified values of stress intensity range, ~K , were
£
plotted against da/dN in a log-log scale in Fig. 36. Com-
pared to the corresponding Fig. 32, it can be seen that the
points lie closer to a straight line. The solid straight
line in Fig. 36 was the result of a least square fit in the
form of Eq. 5.7. The coefficients C and n were evaluated
o
to be 9.85 x 10-9 and 1.98, respectively. Thus, the modified
crack growth equation in terms of ~K for the test specimens
E
was
da -9 1.98
dN = 9.85xlO (~KE) (5 •,10)
The straight line of this equation in Fig. 36 has a dif-
ferent slope than the dashed line, which was obtained from
~K. The difference i~ slope affected the computed cycle-
life intervals, which are discussed later.
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Quantitatively, a different element size in the
lumped volume analysis will result in different values of
the constants ml and m2 - However, the final goal is the
same in that the plastic zone adjustment a will modify ~K
E E
such that the da/dN versus bK relationship is a straight
~ E
line extension from the high-cycle fatigue runge. As a
consequence, a change in the element size will have no in-
fluence upon the final crack growth equation_ Further ex-
arnination of the effect of element size will be discussed
in Chapter -6.
5.5.3 ~K Modified Using Material Properties and Net Section
Stress
The modification of the plastic zon~ size and 6K
through consideration of analytical strains, as described in
the last article, incorporated the properties of the material
through the elasto-plastic strain ~nalysis_ In occasions
where the strain analysis is not desired or is too tedious,
a modification of the plastic zone using some nominal stre~-
ses and the material -properties may be necessary for the
evalution of fatigue in the transition region.
As a result; another empirical re~ationship was
;
formulated using. the material properties and the average
net section stress. The modification to the plastic zone
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size was made by incorporating a stress function, F , to
a
the reverse plastic zone, r, of Eq. 5.6. The "corrected lly
crack length was then a = a+a , and was substituted into
c a
Eq. 5.4 for the modified stress intensity range ~Ko. aa is
given by
(5.11)
The expression for Fa was empirically defined as
F
cr
a 2
= l+(~)
1_(o.net)2
°Ult
(5.12)
where a t is the average stress on the remaining net
ne
section of a cracked plate, cr is the yield strength, andy .
0Ult is the ultimate strength of the material.
By utilizing the same set of experim~ntal results
and the respective values of stresses in Eq. 5.12, the da/dN
versus ~Kri plot of Fig. 37 was made. The straight line by·
least.square fit resulted in coefficients C and n of Eq.o .
5.7 to be ~.02 x 10-9 and 2.00, respectively. The empirical
crack growth equation-was then
da -9 2.00
dN = 9.02xlO (bK
cr
)
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(5.13)
Again, as in the case of modlfication ~K , the points con-
E
centrate more along the straight line in Fig. 37 than in
Fig. 32, and the slope of the line was less than that of the
~K line.
5.6 COMPARISON OF MODIFIED CRACK GROWTH EQUATIONS
Modification of ~K by analytical strain and by
net section stress constituted two entirely independent
methods of adjusting the plastic zone size. Their applica-
bility and accuracy may be judged by comparing the two with
each other and with the basic fracture mechanics approach.
The plastic zone size adjustments to the crack
length from the various procedures are summarized in Table
8 for specimen T6 of the experiment. In this table the
half crack length and the percentage of net section yielding
at maximum load (0 t/cr·) are first given. In the subsequent
ne y
columns of the table are, the following adjustments and their
ratio to r .y
\
r fracture mechanics reverse plastic zoney
radius for ~K
r fracture mechanics plastic zone radiusy
for K
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a strain-corrected plastic zone adjustment
E:
for ~K
E
a
o
stress-corrected plastic zone adjustment
for ~K
cr
r
s
analytical half plastic zone size under
maximum load
A blose' examination of Table 8 reveals that, as
the crack length extended, the plastic zone adjustment by
all methods increased in value. 'However, the adjustment
by the reverse plastic zone (r ) was much less than thosey
for other procedures at net section yielding, reflecting
the difference in slope of their respective crack growth
equations. The comparison of these adjustments may be
aided by Fig. 38, which presents the plastic zone sizes for
two crack lengths corresponding to 75 and 100 per cent net
section yielding. It i~ apparent that when the net section
stress was high, adjustment of the plastic zone 'was neces--
sary in order to bring it in line with the analytically de-
termined yield zone.
Further comparison can be made using the "stress
intensity ranges ~K, 6K
E
, and·~Kcr. This was done with the
help of Tables 9 and 10 for specimens T3 and T6, respec-
tively. For specimen T3 the applied stress range and the
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maximum applied stress were both small, percentage of net
section yielding changed from 55 to 98 per cent in 75,295
cycles, the fatigue crack growth was predominantly "high-
cycle" in nature, and the size of the plastic, zone crack
length adjustment was small. The values of ~K, ~K£, and ~Ka
were all approximately equal and relatively rmall.
The condition of specimen T6 was quite different.
The stress range and maximum stress were both relatively
large, percentage of net section yielding proceeded from 75
to 100 per cent in 6775 cycles, the fatigue crack growth
was in the transition region, and the increase of values of
~K, ~KE' and ~Kcr all.large. However, the ~KE and ~Kcr values
were much larger than ~K, especially close to net section
yielding.
Thus, modification of .~K to ~K£ and ~Ka was to
adjust the crack growth'equation (Eq. 5.7) such that it
can be applied equally as well in the transition region as
in the high-cycle fatigue region. It remains to check the
computed cycle-life intervals from integr~ting these crack
growth equations (Eqs. 5.10 and 5.13) against the recorded
number of cycles. This was done and is summarized in Table
11. It is' evident from the table that the empirically modi-
fied crack growth equations, describe quite satisfactorily
the crack growth behavior of the speci~ens ·in the transi-
tion r~gion.
6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the previous chapters, an analysis of stresses
and strains was made~on center-notch plates. Theanalyti-
cal strains at a crack tip were then ~orrelated with experi-
mental crack growth rates to formulate a crack growth equa-
tion in terms of the strain range and this equation was com-
pared with Paris~ crack growth equation .. Separately, modi-
fications were made to the fracture mechanics stress inten-
sity range through stress and strain considerations to extend
the applicability of Paris' crack growth equation into the
transition region between high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue.
Some examination is necessary in order to determine whether
the findings of the study can be extended to other struc-
tural members.
The lumped volume (lumped parameter) method was
employed for the stress and "strain analysis using a bi-linear
stress-strain relationship and the maximum normal stress
theory of yielding. The choice of method and the assum~­
tions made were such that reasonably accurate re~ultsof
elasto-plastic stress and strain distribu~ions CQuld'be ob-
tained within a not-too-long time period and a r~latively
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short computer time. The stress-strain relationship was
obtained from the A514 steel used in the study. The assump-
tions caused errors of the results which were compatible to
the size of the selected lumped volume dimensions as well as
to the accuracy of the experimental study. Therefore, any
use of the analytical results in this study, such as the
formulation of the crack growth equations, inherited the er-
rors of the analysis.
HOvlever, the quali tative nature of t'he crack
growth analysis through strain evaluation was not influenced
by the quantitative values of the strai~s. For the present
study, the strains relied on the size of the elements se-
lected in the analysis. A comparison of the crack growth
equations from three different element sizes indicated that
each relatio~ship satisfactorily described the fatigue life
of the test speci~ens. ·Thus, the qualitative reliability
of the concept was assured.
Accordingly, for a structural member, any adequate
method of' analysis can be employed with the appr.opriate
assumptions and material properties to evaluate the strain
range at a crack tip, _and the.results can be used in connec-
. .
tion with Eq. 4.2 for a semi-empirical description of the
crack growth. For example, a finite element p~ocedure may
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be used for the analysis of an I-beam of A44l steel with a
crack at the flange-to-web junction of the beam, and a
fatigue crack growth equation evaluated therefrom.
Since the sizes of elements in the elasto-plastic
strain analysis influence the magnitude of the strains in
the elements, an arbitrary assignment of a standard element
size may lead to some guidelines for the crack growth study
through strains. A single crack growth equation in the form
of Eg. 4.2 can be established from laboratory investigations
for a structural member of a given material. This equation
will then be applicable to all such members of the same ma-
terialwith the same element size in the strain analysis.
By considering the specimen size, computer capability, the
practical aspects of crack detection and accuracy of experi-
mental work, an element size of 0.094 x 0.188 was selected
for the present study and the results were satisfactory. An
element size of 0.10 x 0.10 is arbitrarily suggested for
further investigations.
While Eq. 4.2 by strain analysis can be applied
to high-cy~le as well as to the transition region between
high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue, ,the modificatio~ of ~K
to ,~K and ~k in this study was to adjust the da/dN'versus£ cr .
~K relationship in the transition region such th~t it cor-
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responded to an extension of the crack growth equation in
the high-cycle fatigue range (Fig. 39). In other words, the
underlying objective of the ~K modifications was to define
the rate of growth of fatigue cracks in structural compo-
nents- by a single relationship up to net section yielding.
However, due to an insufficient amount of experimental re-
suIts in the high-cycle fatigue range in this study, Egs.
5.10 and 5.13 only served as illustrations. Future experi-
ments and correlation are necessary to establish accurate
coefficients of these equations.
In the case of the strain modification, ~K I the
E
strains were element size dependent. Thus, as in the case
of, Eq. 4.2, an arbitrary element size can be assigned. Then
the values of coefficients m1 and m2 in Eq. 5.9 can be de-
termined such that Eq. 5.10 will be the same equation as
for the high-cycle fatigue region, Eq. 5.7.
On the other hand, Eq. 5.13 expresses the crack
growth rate in terms of nominal applied stress, net section
stress, and material prop~rties. No strain analysis is
necessarYi. thus the equation is very simple to use. When
the coefficients of Eq. 5.7 are known, the values wil,l be
used for Eq. 5.13 and the exponents of Eq. 5.12 (~eing
equal to 2 in the present case) .will be determined through
experimental work.
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There are other approaches to the crack growth
problems in the inelastic range. One has been the consi-
deration of the crack opening stretch concept(49). The
analysis of stresses and strains in this study has also pro-
vided results on the plastic deformation in the element
leading the crack tip and on the opening disrlacements of
the crack.' Correlation may confirm the concept, but was be-
yond the scope of this work.
While further studies are pursued and improvement
to the approaches of this study may be worked out, the re-
sults obtained herein provide rational methods for evaluation
of fa~igue crack growth in practical structural members.
From this study, the following findings and conclusions can
also be drawn:
(1) The lumped volume analysis _wa_s a relatively simple and
economical method to determine the elasto-plastic
stress and strain distribution of a plate with a
progre~sively longer ciack.
(2) The qualitative comparison of analytical and experimen-
tal stresses and strains in center-notch plates was
quite satisfactory.
(3) Crack growth rates (da/dN) could be determined from a
least square fit of the basic fatigue data of N versus
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a and differentiation, or by the modified central
difference techn~que and averaging.
(4) The logarithmic relationship between the crack growth
rate (da/dN) and the analytical maximum strain (E t ) in
the e~ement leading the crack tip was linear for indi-
vidual fatigue tests.
(5) The straight lines of individual specimens in a log-log
plot of da/dN versus E t nearly paralleled each other but
did not coincide.
(6) The da/dN and the analytical strain range (~E ) in the
e
element leading the crack tip were found to be concen-
trated in a relatively narrow band in a log-log plot.
Thus a single linear logarithmic relationship described
the fatigue crack growth of all specimens.
(7) Integration of the derived crack growth equation of
da/dN versus ~E provided predictions of cycle-life in-
e
tervals between two crack lengths· and agreed wel'l with
observed life intervals.
,( 8) The qualitative relationship between da/dN and ~E in
e
the transition region was not affected by the element
size in the lumped volume analysis.
(9) The test results anal~zed in terms of fracture mecha-'
nics fell within the scatterb~nd of existing high-
cycle fatigue crack growth.res~lts on other,high-yield
strength steels.
(10) The predicted cycle-life intervals using Paris' crack
growth equation were compared with those from the
da/dN versus ~E relationship. The differences for
e
each procedure from the recorded lives were approxi-
rnately the same.
(11) The results. of the fatigue tests indicated that both
,the applied stress range and the maximum applied stress
influenced the fatigue crack growth rate in the transi-
tion region between high-cycle and low-cycle 'fatigue.
(12) Modifications of ~K using analytical strains and net
section stresses resulted in a straight line log-log
relationship between the crack growth rate (da/dN) and
the modified stress intensity range, ~K or ~K •
E cr .
(13) The modified crack growth equations predicted the
cycle-life intervals of the test specimens more accu-
rately in the transition region than the basic growth
equation of Paris •.
(14) Additional work is necessary before single crack
growth equations can be established for the fatigue
behavior of structural members in the transition re-
gion as an extension· of high-cycle fatigue.
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aa
c
a.
~
a
E
B
b
c
D
da/dN
E
7 • NOMENCLATURE
= half crack length (in.)
= crack size corrected for plastic zone at
crack-tip (in.)
= initial crack length (for integration interval)
= final crack length (for integration interval)
= half crack length measured to the left of the
plate centerline (in.)
= half crack length measured to the right of the
plate centerline (in.)
= an empirically derived adjustment to the half
crack length (in.); Eq. 5.9
= an empirically derived adjustment to the half
crack length (i~.); Eq. 5.11
= width of plate (in.)
= width of an element being lumped in the analy-
sis (~O.094 in.)
= stiffness coefficient for tension (kips/in.)
= intercept of straight line in log-log relation-
ship (in E~. 5.7)
= intercept of straight line in log-log relation-
ship (in Eq. 4.2)
= stiffness coefficient for shear (kips/in.)
= instantaneous crack' growth rate (in./cycle)
= Young's modulus (29600 ksi)
= strain-hardening modulus (ksi); Table 1
= correction factor to be applied to the reverse
plastic zone size; Eq. 5,.12
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GK
L
Rtf
MCD
N
N ..
~J
n
p
p
q
R
r
s
r y
= shear modulus (ksi)
= fracture mechanics stress intensity factor for
a crack (ksi~.); Eq. 5.1
= length of plate under investigation (in.)
= length of an element being lumped in the
analysis (::::0.183 in.)
= length of the element in the deformed position
(in. )
= length of the deformed element leading the
crack under load (in.)
= length of the deformed element leading the
crack after unloading (in.)
= modified central differences
= numerical constants of Eq. 5.9
= number of cycles of loading
= numerically integrated number of cycles for a
crack to grow from length a. to length a.
1. J
= slope of straight line in log-log relationship
(in Eq. 5. 7)
= slope of s~raight line in log-log relationship
(in Eq. 4. 2)
= normal stress resultant (kips)
= number of rows in lumped volume model
= number of columns in lumped volume model
= residual stress resultant (kips)
= analytically computed size of yielded region in
front of the crack under maximum load (in.)
= radius of plastic zone at the crack tip (in.);
Eq. 5. 2
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sS
res
t
u
v
x
!:J.E
e
!:J.K
E
= radius of reverse plastic zone at the crack
tip (in!); Eq. 5. 6
= stresses (ksi)
= residual stress (ksi)
= thickness of plate (in:)
= force which causes yielding of a lumped volume
(kips)
= shear stress resultant (kips)
= displacement of lumped volume from its initial
position in model (in.)
= analytical strain range in the element leading
the crack tip (in./in.)
= fracture mechanics stress intensity range
(ksi~); Eq. 5. 4
= ~K modified using analytical strains
= ~K modified using material properties and net
section stress
= analytical strain in the element l~ading the
crack tip (in./in.)
= analytical maximum strain in the element
leading the c~ack tip (in./in.)
· - yield strain (in~/i~~)
= applied st+ess (ksi)
= maximum applied stress (ksi)
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• co
cr = net section stress (ksi)
net
cr
ult = ultimate stress (ksi) ; Table 1
(J = static yield stress (ksi) ; Table 1
.Y
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8. TABLES
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TABLE I MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
(J (Jult Esty
(ksi) (ksi) (ksi)
104 116 220
TABLE 2 CROSS-SECTIONAL DIMENSIONS
Spec. B t
(in. ) (in. )
T2 3.748 0.242
T3 3.746 0.248
T4 3.749 0.246
T5 3.753 0.250
T6 3.754 0.250
T7 3.751 0.250
T8 3.753 0.250
T9 3.750 0.250
TID 3.753 0.251
TIl 3'.754 0.251
T12 3.754 0.250
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TABLE 3 FACTORIAL DESIGN
crmax
(KSI) 46 62 78 94
/1cr
(KSI)
20 T3 T9
T4
36 TIO T2
T7'*
52
68
T8
T5*
T12*
*SPECIMENS WITH STRAIN GAGES
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TABLE 4
ANALYTICAL MAXIMUM .ST.RAIN,, ,IN..THE..ELEMEN.T..LEAD.IN.G .T.RE, .CRACK T.IP. (E:,t' in./i:n. x 10-3)
Number of Cracked Elements (Mesh Division, 20 x 20)
Specimen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
T3 ·2.281 2.855 3.349 4.095 4.988 5.897 7.134 8.473 10.22 12.51 16.10
TIO 2.281 2.855 3.347 4.082 4.976 5.874 7.114 8.441 10.19 12.46 16.01
T9 3.076 4.216 5.714 7.488 9.571 12.02 . 15.11 19.67
T4, T7 3.076 4.212 5.704 '7.471 9.546 11.97 15.05 19.62
T6, TIl 3.076 4.204 5.689 7.456 9.528 11.92 15.00 19.37
T2 4.273 7.014 10.32 14.31 20.02
T8 4.267 6.992 10.29 14.26 19.85
T5 4.265 6.978 10.26 14.21 19.74
·T12 . 7.,292 l4.31
"
-....J
00
TABLE 5
ANALY:T.ICAL S~RAINRANGEIN. ,THE ELEMEN.T. LEAD.ING ,THE, CRAC.K T,IP, ,(~e:e' .in.lin. x 10-3 )
Number of Cracked Eleluents (Mest Division, 20 x 20)
Specimen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
T3 0.988 1.237 1.452 1.647 1.829 2.008 2.188 2.370 2.562 2.768 2.993
TIO 1.782 2.232 2.617 2.966 3.297 3.619 3.942 4.272 4.619 4.989 5.395
T9 0.988 1.237 1.451 1.644 1.828 2.008 2.186 2.370
T4, T7 1.782 2.232 . 2.617 2.966 3.297 3.620 3.942 4.272
T6, Tll 2.577 3.225 3.781 4.286 4.766 5.229 5.698 6.172
T2 1.782 2.232 2.617 2.966 3.297
T8 . 2.577 3'.225 3.782 4.286 4.766
, T5 .. 3.372 4.220 4.948 5.609 6 .2:35
T12. 2~577 3.226
TABLE 6
1 2 3 4 5
Specimen ~N (N .. ) ~ Diff.* (Nij)~K Diff.*(cycles) J..J E (% ) (% )e (cycles)(cycl~s)
T2 4930 4764 -3.4 5077 3.0
T3 ' 75295 77803 3.3 75912 0.8
T4 2747 2824 2.8 2726 -0.8
T5 2496 2508 0.5 2708 8.5
T6 6775 6156 -9.1 6244 -7.8
T7 15593 14458 -7.3 14748 -5.4
T8 2095 2029 -3.1 2157 3.0
T9 53550 56795 6.1 56739 6.0
TI0 17855 16295 -8.7 16462 -7.8
TIl 2494 2514 0.8 2440 -2.2
Average Absolute Diff. 4.5 4.5
* (Nij) .-.~N
~N
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TABLE 7 CRACK GROWTH DATA
a da/dN IlKSpecimen
-5(in. ) (x10 in.) (ksi~.)
eye.
T2 .375 1.68 40.4
.468 2.19 45.9
.515 2.71 48.6
.562 4.13 51.2
T3 .375 0.473 22.3
.468 0.580 25.3
.562 0.708 28.2
.656 0.862 31.2
.749 1.05 34.3
.843 1.28 37.5
.936' 1.60 41.0
1.030 2.13 45.0
1.077 2.57 47.1
T4 .656 3.28 56.7
.750 4.36 62.3
.797 5.38 65.2
'.844 8.39 68.3
TS .281 4.46 66.8
.375 7.98 78.2
.469 13.5 89.0
.516 18.7 94.3
.563. 29.4 99.7
T6 .375 3.15 59.0
.469 4.4;4 67.0
.• 563 5.93 74.9
.657 8.03 83.0
.751 12.2 91.5
.798 16.6 95.9
.845 2·5.3 100.6
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TABLE 7 CRACK GROWTH DATA (Cont'd)
a d-a/dN LiKSpecimen (-in. ) (xlO- 5in. ) (ksi.jIn. )eye.
T7 .375 1.53 40.4
.469 1.99 45.9
.563 2.55 51.2
.656 3.26 56.7
.750 4.45 62.3
.797 5.76 65.2
.844 9.16 68.3
T8 .375 3.75 59.0
.469 5.43 67.0
.516 7'.05 71.0
.563 11.9 74.9
T9 .375 0.480 22.3
.469 0.602 25.3
.563 0.736 28~3
.656 0.893 31.2
.750 1.13 34.3
.797 1.32 35.9
TIO .375 1.53 40.4
.469 1.9-7 45.9
.563 2.50 51.3
.657 3.12 56.7
.751, 3.88 62-.3
.844 5.01 68.4
TIl .563 5.61 74.9
.657 7.78 83.0
.751 12.9 91.5
T12 .235 2.24 45.8
.282 4.05 50.5
.328 7.06 54.8
81·
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TABLE 8
. C'OMPARIS'ON 'O'F 'AD'JUS'TME~JTS- TO' 'CRACK' LEN'GT"H- '-'T6
O"net/O"y -a r r
r /r a a /r a a /r r r /r(in. ) (%) Y y E cr s(in. ) (in. ) y - y (in. ) e: y (in. ) a y (in. ) s y
.375 74.5 0.0128 0.0892 6.97 0.0395 3.09 0.0360 2.81 0.11 8.6
.469 79.5 0.0165 0.119 7.17 0.0682 4.13 0.-0548 3.32 0.15 9.1'
.563 85.2 0.0207 0.155 7.48 0.111 5.36 0.0855 4.14 0.21 10.1
.657 91.7 0.0253 0.203 8.02 0.180 7.11 0.144 5.69 0.29 11.5
.751 99.4 0.0308 0.284 9.21 0.296 9.62 0.296 9.62 0.41 13.3
TABLE 9
FRACTURE MECHANICS AND MODIFIED STRESS INTENSITY RANGES - T3
(J /a ~K (~K) (~K) cra net y £
(in. ) (%) (ksi-/Iil. ) (ksi-/Iil. ) (ksi,JIn: )
.375 55.3 22.3 22.3 22.3
.468 59.0 25.3 25.4 25.4
.562 63.2 28.2 28.3 28.3
.656 68.0 31.2 31.3 31.3
• 7.49 73.7 34.3 34.5 34.5
.843 80.4 37.5 38.0 38.0
.936 88.5 41.0 41.9 42.0
1.030 98.3 45.0 46.7 47.6
TABLE 10
F~~CTURE MECHANICS A~~ MO~IFIED STRES8 INTENSIT~ R~EGES - T6
cr /a llK (bK) (~K)aa net y E
(in. ) (%) .(ksi,JIn: ) (ksi,JIn: ) (ksi~. )
.375 74.5 .59.0 61.2 60·.9
.469 79.5 67.0 71.2 70.1
.563 85.2 74.9 82.3 '80.2
.657 91.7 83.0 96.4 93.2
.751 99.4 91.5 117.9 117.9
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TABLE 11
OBSERVED' AN'D: 'COMPUTED 'CYCLE-LI'F-E" 'INTE'RVAL'S' '("S't'r"e'5's' "I"nt'en-s"i'ty Range)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Specimen LlN (Nij ) ilK Diff-. * (Nij ) ilK Diff.* (N .. ) ilK Diff.*(cycles) (cycles) (%) 8 (%) ~J a (%)(cycles) (cycles)
T2 4930 5077 3.0 4959 0.6 4927 -0.1
T,3' 75295 75912 0.8 74289 -1.3 74381 -1.2
T4 2747 2726 -0.-8 2765 0.6 2753 0.2
T5 2496 2708 8.5 2504 0.3 2528 1.3
T6 6775 6244 -7.8 6590 -2.7 6716 -0.9
T7 15593 14748 -5.4 15500 -0.6 15545' -0.3
T8 2095 2157 3.0 2043 -2.5 2043 -2.5
T9 53550 56739 6.0 53557 0.0 53877 0.6
TIO 17855 " 16462 -7.8 18469 3.4 18344 2.7
TIl' 2494 2440 -2.2 2382 -4.5 2456 -1.5
Average Absolute Diff. 4.5 1.6 1.1
* {Nij)_-ilN
~N
----_.- ---.._._--------- --_._---- _._.-.- ._-------. --_. -_.- - _.._- ------------ -- - --- - ---- _.- ----_ .. - --
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